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Abstract
The Hopf algebra isomorphism between κ−Poincare´ algebra de-
fined by P.Kosin´ski and P.Mas´lanka in the case g00 = 0 [2] and ”null
plane” quantum Poincare´ algebra by A.Ballesteros, F.J.Herranz and
M.A.del Olmo [1] is defined.
1 Introduction
Recently, considerable interest has been paid to the deformations of group
and algebras of space-time symmetries [8]. An interesting deformation of
the Poincare` algebra [5], [2] as well as group [7] has been introduced which
depend on the dimensional deformation parameter κ; the relevant objects
are called κ−Poincare` algebra and κ−Poincare` group, respectively. Their
structure was studied in some detail and many of their properties are now
well understood.
In the paper [1] using the so called deformation embeding method A.Ballesteros,
F.J.Herranz and M.A.del Olmo obtained the ”null plane” quantum Poincare´
algebra. On the other hand in [2] P.Kosin´ski and P.Mas´lanka presented
∗Supported by  Lo´dz´ University grant no 487
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the method for obtaining the κ−Poincare` algebra for arbitrary metric ten-
sor. It is interesting whether the ”null plane” quantum Poincare´ algebra is
the particual case (for the special choice of the matric tensor gµν) of the
κ−deformation presented in [2]. In our paper we solve this problem.
In the section 2 we rewrite κ−Poincare´ algebra in the new basis. In the
section 3 we describe the ”null plane” quantum Poincare´ algebra [1] and
define isomorpfism between these two algebras. At least in the section 4 we
define isomorphism between κ−Poincare´ algebra defined below and the ”null
plane” quantum Poincare´ algebra.
Let us remind the definition of κ−Poincare` algebra . The κ−Poincare`
algebra P˜κ [2] (in the Majid and Ruegg basis [3]) is a quantized universal
envoloping algebra in the sense of Drinfeld [4] described by the following
relations:
The commutation rules:
[M ij , P0] = 0,






κ ) + i(δjkg
is − δikg
js)Ps,
[M i0, P0] = iκg
i0(1− e−
p0
κ ) + igikPk,






















[Pµ, Pν ] = 0,
[Mµν ,Mλσ] = i(gµσMνλ − gνσMµλ + gνλMµσ − gµλMνσ). (1.1)
The coproducts, counit and antipode:
∆P0 = I ⊗ P0 + P0 ⊗ I,
∆Pk = Pk ⊗ e
−
P0
κ + I ⊗ Pk,
∆M ij = M ij ⊗ I + I ⊗M ij ,





M ij ⊗ Pj,





S(M ij) = −M ij ,
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where i, j, k = 1, 2, 3 and the metric tensor gµν , (µν = 0, 1, ..., 3) is represented
by an arbitrary nondegenerate symetric 4×4 matrix (not necessery diagonal).
2 The κ−Poincare´ algebra in the new basis













εijkM jk, (we have also M ij = εijkMk),
N i = M i0.





Mi = M i,












After some calculation we get the following relations defining the κ−Poincare´
algebra in the new basis:
The commutation rules:































[N i,N j] = igj0N i cosh(
P0
2κ






























The coproducts, counit and antipode:
∆P0 = P0 ⊗ I + I ⊗P0,





∆Mi = Mi ⊗ I + I ⊗Mi,













ε(X ) = 0, for X = N i, Mi, Pµ,
S(X ) = −X , for X =Mi, Pµ,











2κ , for X =Mi, N i, Pµ). (2.2)
Note, if we take diagonal metric tensor gµν = Diag(1,−1,−1,−1), we
obtain κ−Poincare´ algebra considered in [3], [5], [6].
3 The ”null plane” quantum Poincare´ alge-
bra and isomorphism
The ”null plane” quantum Poincare´ algebra is a Hopf *-algebra generated by
ten elements: P+, P−, P1, P2, E1, E2, F1, F2, J3, K3 and z-deformation







[K3, P−] = −P− cosh(zP+),
[K3, Ei] = Ei cosh(zP+),








[J3, Pi] = −εij3Pj,
[J3, Ei] = −εij3Ej,
[J3, Fi] = −εij3Fj,




[Fi, Pj ] = δijP− cosh(zP+),
[Ei, Fj ] = δijK3 + εij3 cosh(zP+),
[P+, Fi] = −Pi,
[F1, F2] = z
2P−W
q
+ + zP−J3 sinh(zP+),
[P−, Ei] = −Pi. (3.1)
The coproducts, counit and antipode:
∆X = I ⊗X +X ⊗ I, for X = P+, Ei, J3,
∆Y = e−zP+ ⊗ Y + Y ⊗ ezP+, for Y = P−, Pi,
∆F1 = e
−zP+ ⊗ F1 + F1 ⊗ e
zP+ + ze−zP+E1 ⊗ P−
−zP− ⊗ E1e
zP+ + ze−zP+J3 ⊗ P2 − zP2 ⊗ J3e
zP+,
∆F2 = e
−zP+ ⊗ F2 + F2 ⊗ e
zP+ + ze−zP+E2 ⊗ P−
−zP− ⊗ E2e
zP+ − ze−zP+J3 ⊗ P1 + zP1 ⊗ J3e
zP+,
∆K3 = e
−zP+ ⊗K3 +K3 ⊗ e
zP+ + ze−zP+E1 ⊗ P1
−zP1 ⊗E1e
zP+ + ze−zP+E2 ⊗ P2 − zP2 ⊗ E2e
zP+,
ε(X) = 0, S(X) = −e3zP+Xe−3zP+, for X = P±, Pi, Fi, Ei, J3, K3,( .2)
where W q+ = E1P2 − E2P1 + J3
sinh(zP+)
z
and i, j = 1, 2.
If we subtitude the followig expresions into the relations (2.1),(2.2) de-
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0 0 0 1
0 −1 0 0
0 0 −1 0





















we get the relations (3.1),(3.2) describing the ”null plane” quantum Poincare´
algebra.
4 Summary
We define Hopf algebra isomorpfism from κ−Poincare´ algebra (1.1),(1.2) for







































for i = 1, 2; j, k = 1, 2, 3.
We conclude that the ”null plane” quantum Poincare´ algebra is a case of
the κ−Poincare´ algebra for g00 = 0.
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